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ABSTRACTION

Surabaya Appreciation Facility for Music Community is a project design for people who love music and have same hobbies in music. This project facilitated people in Surabaya to make their music, give their appreciation in music, make an interact with other people, enjoy the music concert, and study about music. This building is dedicated for local musician in Indonesia and young generation that have talent in music. This building try to give a facility for them in Surabaya.

The project design use Melody as its theme. Melody is an important thing in music, the bottom line of music. So, the designer hopes this project will follow its function as a music building and a facility for the young generation in Surabaya to give their appreciation in music.

The concept of this project design is following its theme, Melody. That means, this project design will show melody in its façade, sirculation, and all the building areas to make this building has an identity as a music building. Beside that, this project design is concepted to be a mood booster for the young generation in Surabaya to give a spirit for them to make some music here.
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